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Abstract
Malaria is a life-threatening disease caused by parasites that are transmitted to people
through the bites of infected mosquitoes. Automation of the diagnosis process will enable
accurate diagnosis of the disease and hence holds the promise of delivering reliable health-
care to resource-scarce areas. Machine learning technologies have been used for automated
diagnosis of malaria. We present some of our recent progresses on highly accurate classifi-
cation of malaria-infected cells using deep convolutional neural networks. First, we describe
image processing methods used for segmentation of red blood cells fromwholeslide images.
We then discuss the procedures of compiling a pathologists-curated image dataset for
training deep neural network, as well as data augmentation methods used to significantly
increase the size of the dataset, in light of the overfitting problem associated with training
deep convolutional neural networks. We will then compare the classification accuracies
obtained by deep convolutional neural networks through training, validating, and testing
with various combinations of the datasets. These datasets include the original dataset
and the significantly augmented datasets, which are obtained using direct interpolation, as
well as indirect interpolation using automatically extracted features provided by stacked
autoencoders. This chapter ends with a discussion of further research.
Keywords: deep learning, convolutional neural network, autoencoders,
data augmentation, classification, wholeslide images, malaria
1. Introduction
Malaria is a widespread disease that has claimed millions of lives all over the world. According
to the World Health Organization, approximately 438,000 deaths result from 214 million
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infections in 2015 [1]. Endemic regions with widespread disease include Africa and South-East
Asia. In these and other parts of the world where malaria mortality is significant, necessary
resources such as reliable prevention, healthcare, and hygiene are far from adequate [1]. In
most cases, the only available method of malaria diagnosis is manual examination of the
microscopic slide [2]. In order to provide reliable diagnosis, extensive experience and training
are required. Unfortunately, such specialized human resources are very often limited in rural
areas where malaria has a marked predominance. Also, manual microscopy is subjective and
suffers from a lack of standardization. This problem is further exacerbated by the large size of
microscopic wholeslide images, which require a lengthy scanning.
1.1. The need for an automated malaria diagnosis process
The issues associated with manual diagnosis present the case for automation of the malaria
diagnosis process. The automation of the diagnosis process will ensure accurate diagnosis of
the disease and hence holds the promise of delivering reliable health-care to resource-scarce
areas. Hence, rural areas suffering from lack of specialized infrastructure and trained man-
power can benefit greatly from automated diagnosis. Automating the diagnosis of malaria
involves adapting the methods, expertise, practices, and knowledge of conventional micros-
copy to a computerized system structure [3]. Early detection of malaria is essential for ensuring
proper diagnosis and increasing chances of cure. In consideration of the severity and the
number of fatalities claimed by this disease, it is rational to accept potential small implemen-
tation errors introduced by an automated system. An automated system consists of stream-
lined image processing techniques for initial filtering and segmentation and suite of pattern
recognition and/or machine learning algorithms directed toward robustly recognizing infected
cells in a light or wholeslide microscopic image [4]. Previous studies have shown that the
degree of agreement between clinicians on the severity of the disease in a given patent’s
sample is very low. Hence, a computer-assisted system as a decision support system can be
paramount to faster and reliable diagnosis. It can help provide a benchmark and standardized
way of measuring the degree of infection of the disease [5].
1.2. Wholeslide images for computer-aided malaria infection classification
Among recent works on computer-aid diagnosis, two types of images have found prevalent
use: light microscopic images and wholeslide images. The former has been in existence since a
longer time frame compared to the latter, which has come into popular adoption recently.
Because of recent advancements in computing power, improved cloud-based services and
robust algorithms have enabled the widespread use of wholeslide images. For conventional
light microscopy, the patient tissue image is acquired by means of incision and then examined
under a light microscope. A diagnostic conclusion is arrived upon based interpretation of
multiple slide samples [6]. This type of examination does not provide a good sensitivity and
specificity for malaria diagnosis [7]. With an aim to standardize slide interpretations,
wholeslide images were introduced. The wholeslide image is obtained by scanning an entire
slide in one pass. The final image consists of several component images obtained by scanning
the areas under the respective fields of sight of the microscope and stitched together. The most
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widely used methods of scanning include tile scanning and line scanning. In tile scan, the
component images are obtained in the form of 512  512 tiles. In the line scan method, the
component images are generated in a strip-scan fashion.
The file sizes of the wholeslide images are governed by the objective of the lens while scanning.
Wholeslide images scanned 40 objective give rise to substantially large file size, for instance,
approximately 2 GB. Magnification beyond the maximum level can result in pixelation [8].
Wholeslide images can be decomposed into a pyramid structure of different resolutions. The
image at each magnification level is broken down into smaller constituent tiles and stored in
respective folders. The image pyramid allows for real-time viewing of wholeslide images. The
zoom levels are precalculated and stored in the metadata associated with the file [9]. Each tile
can be viewed and analyzed individually. Figure 1 shows an illustration [10]. The process of
Figure 1. (a) Image pyramid of the DeepZoom structure. Example image tiles at various DeepZoom pyramid resolutions
(b) Level 14, (c) Level 15, and (d) Level 16. Each tile image is 258  258, and magnification is 100.
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examining a wholeslide image is termed as “virtual microscopy”, since analysis and examina-
tion can be performed through compatible software virtually on the computer. The DeepZoom
structure is favorable in terms of storage and transmission. This arrangement of the original
wholeslide image allows for smooth loading and panning using multiresolution images. Ini-
tially upon loading, a low-resolution version of the image is displayed. The higher resolution
details get blended into the image as they become available. Thus, while viewing the image in
DeepZoom, the user experiences a blurred image to sharp image transition. In terms of
transmission, the DeepZoom structure is bandwidth efficient. Since, initially, a coarse low-
resolution version is transmitted, the bandwidth overhead is reduced. At each level, each tile
can be worked on individually [11].
1.3. Classification of malaria-infected red blood cells using deep learning
There has recently been an increasing amount of studies devoted to the application of computer
vision and machine learning technologies to the automated diagnosis of malaria. Among the
most recent related work [12–16], an automated analysis method was presented in [14] for
detection and staging of red blood cells (RBCs) infected by the malaria parasite. In order to
classify RBCs, three different types of machine learning algorithms were tested for prediction
accuracy and speed as RBC classifiers. In [12], the authors built a low-cost automated digital
microscope coupled with a set of computer vision and classification algorithms. Support vector
machine (SVM) has been applied to detect malaria-infected cells using provided handcrafted
features. In our prior work [17], we sought the best features from a set of 76 features organized
into five categories extracted from the input data, in order to optimize SVM-based classification
of wholeslide malarial smear images. We found that the binary SVM classifier yielded a superla-
tive accuracy of 95.5% if the feature-selection is based on Kullback-Leibler distance. In contrast,
deep learning has appeared as a genre of machine learning algorithms, which attempt to solve
problems by learning abstraction in data following a stratified description paradigm based on
non-linear transformation architectures. Recent advances in deepmachine learning provide tools
to automatically classify images and objects with (and occasionally exceeding) human-level
accuracy. A key advantage of deep learning is its ability to perform semi-supervised or
unsupervised feature extraction over massive datasets.
Deep learning has found exciting new applications in biomedicine [18], genomic medicine [19],
bioinformatics [20], and medical imaging analysis [21–28]. However, there has been very
sparse work on applying deep learning methods to computer-assisted malaria infection detec-
tion. In [16] were described point-of-care diagnostics using microscopes and smartphones,
where deep convolutional neural network (CNN) was employed to identify image patches
suspected to contain malaria-infected RBCs. The detection accuracy is similar to the results
achieved with deep learning [15], where a CNN (with three convolutional layers and two fully
connected layers) achieved a precision of 95.31% using images from dedicated microscope
cameras [16]. Nevertheless, deep learning methods typically involve the calculation of tens of
thousands of parameters, which in turn require large training datasets that may not be readily
available. Thus, many commonly used machine learning methods such as support vector
machine can outperform deep learning methods when experimental data is scarce. When the
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datasets are not sufficiently large, one of the major challenges with training deep CNNs is to
deal with the risk of overfitting. When training error is low but the test error is high, the model
fails to learn a proper generalization of knowledge contained in data [18]. There are ways to
regularize the deep network, such as randomized pruning of excessive connectivity, but
overfitting is still a threat with small image datasets, especially with unbiased data.
In this chapter, we present some of our recent progresses on highly accurate classification of
malaria-infected cells using deep convolutional neural networks. We will discuss the proce-
dures of compiling a pathologists-curated image dataset for training deep neural network, as
well as data augmentation methods used to significantly increase the size of the dataset, in
light of the overfitting problem associated with training deep convolutional neural networks.
In the next section, we describe image processing methods used for segmentation of red blood
cells from wholeslide images.
2. Cell image pre-processing and compilation of dataset for deep learning
The images used in this work were wholeslide images provided in the PEIR-VM repository
built by the University of Alabama in Birmingham. The original whole slide image data
contain significant amount of redundant information. In order to achieve good classification
accuracy, image segmentation and de-noising are needed to extract only blood cells and
remove those redundant image pixels simultaneously. Several effective image processing
techniques were used to accurately segment tiles into individual cells.
2.1. Image pre-processing tasks
Most image tiles may easily be visualized as having no malaria-infected cells, so preselection of
noninfected tiles can be used to significantly reduce overall processing runtime. Given the
contrast between the darkly purple/blue-stained nuclei of malaria and the light pink color of
normal cells, pixel color information is used for preliminary selection of “infected” tiles. In
order to estimate the color of infected cells, we conducted statistical analysis on the collected
cell pixels. The maximal and minimal RGB values of infected cells were selected as two
thresholds for “suspect” tiles. Considering the risk of excluding infected cells, we expanded
the selected RGB value range to include more tiles. In this work, 24,648 of the original 85,094
tiles (29%) were marked as suspect and require further analysis.
For the suspected tile, thresholding is performed on the binarized image using Otsu’s method.
An example is shown in Figure 2. We can see that noise not only exists in the image back-
ground but also inside RBCs. A series of morphological steps were applied to fill the isolated
dots and holes to finally obtain the individual cell samples.
In our work, only RBCs will provide features in the wholeslide image to the following classi-
fication. Therefore, we only keep RBCs and remove everything else using a combination of
morphological operations. After all RBCs are processed, we then obtain all clean RBC samples
for further classification. Figure 3 shows some normal and infected RBC samples.
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2.2. Construction of an image dataset
There is no sufficiently large, high-quality image dataset of pathologically annotated cell
images available to fully train multiple-layer neural networks. The only reasonably large,
publicly available dataset in [16] we are aware of contains only 2703 images. However, these
images were taken from thick blood smears, showing blurry patches rather than extractable
RBCs found in high-resolution wholeslide images scanned from thin blood smears. Therefore,
we worked with a team of pathologists to construct a dataset. After the data preprocessing, we
randomly selected a large number of cell images and provided them to pathologists at the
University of Alabama at Birmingham. The entire whole slide image dataset have been
divided into four segments evenly. Each of four pathologists is assigned with two segments
so that each cell image will be viewed and labeled by at least two experienced pathologists.
One cell image can only be considered as infected and included in our final dataset if all the
reviewers mark it positively whereas it will be excluded otherwise. The same selection rule
also applies to the normal cells in our dataset.
Figure 2. Steps of image pre-processing. (a) An image tile of interest; (b) Otsu thresholded image; and (c) morphologically
filled image.
Figure 3. Some example segmented red blood cell images. (Upper row) normal cells and (lower row) infected cells.
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3. Convolution neural network
Convolutional neural network is an artificial neural network inspired by the animal visual
system [29]. Convolutional layer, pooling layer, and fully connection layer are the three main
types of layers used to construct the CNN architecture. Compared to traditional neural net-
works, CNNs can extract features without losing much spatial correlations of the input. Each
layer consists of neurons that have learnable weights and biases. The optimal model is
achieved after feeding data into the network and minimizing the loss function at the top layer.
Several different architectures of CNN have been proposed. In this work, we used LeNet-5.
LeNet-5 [30] was first used in handwritten digit recognition and achieved an impressive error
rate as low as 0.8%. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the LeNet-5 convolutional neural
network used for classification of the red blood cell images.
One of the major challenges of the research is that the current image dataset is still too small,
which could lead to overfitting when used for training deep convolutional neural network. To
this end, we consider data augmentation. More similar images can be added to the dataset by
applying to the existing images operations such as rotation, translation, flip, zoom, and color
perturbations. Other methods include data augmentation in the spatial domain by learning the
statistical models of data transformation [31], as well as data augmentation through interpola-
tion and extrapolation in the feature domain ([32, 33]). In the following, we present our work
in augmenting the image dataset of the red blood cells and discuss the impact of the data
augmentation on the image classification accuracies using deep convolutional neural network.
4. Image data augmentation
The set of infected red blood cell images has 800 images, each with size of 50503 (for red,
green, and blue channels). Only the red channel pixel values were used. Since we want to
Figure 4. LeNet-5 convolutional neural network architecture. There are two convolution layers (C1 and C3), two
subsampling (pooling) layers (S2 and S4), and two fully connected layers.
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evaluate the quality of the augmented data set, we used only half of the infected cell images
(400 images) for data augmentation, with the remaining 400 images untouched. The same
configuration applies to the set of normal red blood cell images, which contains 4000 images.
Only half (2000 images) of the dataset were used for augmentation.
We first describe the algorithms for data augmentation by using image interpolation in the
spatial domain (Section 4.1), and in the feature domain (Section 4.2), respectively. As a com-
parison, we then present some example read blood cell images to show the effect of image
interpolation in the spatial and feature domains at the end of Section 4.2.
4.1. Image interpolation in the spatial domain
For any two images A and B in the dataset, we can generate a new image by finding a
weighted average C. Specifically, the pixel at location i; jð Þ in C can be obtained by
C i; jð Þ ¼ min A i; jð Þ;B i; jð Þ½  þ k max A i; jð Þ;B i; jð Þ½  min A i; jð Þ;B i; jð Þ½ f g, (1)
where k is a weight ranging between 0 and 1. It can be seen that C i; jð Þ ¼ min A i; jð Þ;B i; jð Þ½  for
k = 0; C i; jð Þ ¼ max A i; jð Þ;B i; jð Þ½  for k = 1. By varying the k values, for example, from 0 to 1 with
a step size of 0.1, we can create 11 different images for any two input images. Assume the
number of images in the dataset to be augmented is N, we can generate 11N N1ð Þ2 images, which
can lead to a much enlarged dataset.
4.2. Image interpolation in the feature domain
To obtain the features of the red blood cell images, we used Hinton’s autoencoder [34], which
in essence is artificial neural network that performs unsupervised learning on the input data
[35]. In the encoding phase, low-dimensional representations of the input data are learned
through training the neural network. These learned representations are extracted features of
the input image. The features can then be used to reconstruct the original data (decoding). The
training algorithm will seek to optimize the neural network by minimizing the reconstruction
loss as a cost function on sufficiently large amount of data. Moreover, a deep neural network
can be constructed by concatenating multiple autoencoders. This would allow for a hierarchi-
cal representation of the data through a multilayer architecture. In [34], the Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM) was used as an autoencoder, which serves as a building block of a
deep autoencoder network. Each RBM was pretrained and unrolled. Then, back propagation
was carried out to fine-tune the entire stacked autoencoder based on cross entropy as the cost
function.
In our implementation, the numbers of neurons in each of the four layers are 2500-1500-500-30.
The maximum number of epochs for training the autoencoder was set to 1000, and back propa-
gation was set to 500 iterations. Figure 5 shows the architecture of the stacked autoencoders and
autodecoders, where data interpolation is performed on the 30-point feature vectors. Figure 6
shows some examples of reconstructed images.
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For any two images A and B in the dataset, two 30-point feature vectors FA and FB can be
obtained by the stacked autoencoders that have been trained. Similar to the image interpola-
tion in the spatial domain, we can generate a new 30-point vector FC by finding a weighted
average. Specifically, the pixel at location i; jð Þ in C can be obtained by
FC ¼ min FA; FB½  þ k max FA; FB½  min FA; FB½ f g, (2)
where k is a weight varied between 0 and 1 with a step size of 0.1. The newly generated feature
vectors are then fed into the trained autodecoders to reconstruct the image C in the spatial
domain.
Figure 5. A four-layer stacked autoencoders and autodecoders used to extract the 30-point features of the input image in
an unsupervised learning manner. After network training, interpolation of the input images is performed using their 30-
point features. The resulting feature vector was then used to reconstruct the red blood cell image by the autodecoders.
Figure 6. Original images (top row) and the reconstructed images (bottom row) using the stacked autodecoders. (a)
Malaria-infected cells and (b) normal cells.
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4.3. Results of image interpolation
As a visual comparison of the effect of image interpolation in the spatial and feature domains,
Figure 7 shows the result of interpolating from two example red blood cell images.
4.4. Image classification using the original and augmented datasets
The original image dataset is split into two halves, as shown in Table 1. The first half (Dataset 1)
was used for data augmentation. Using data augmentation methods discussed above, images of
400 infected cells were increased to 4000 cells, and images of 1000 normal cells were increased to
10,000 cells. Consequently, we created two datasets, one as the result of using spatial domain
interpolation, the other as the result of using feature domain (via stacked autoencoders) interpo-
lation, as shown in Table 2. Note that the samples for validation were randomly selected.
Figure 7. Result of interpolation using two example images. (a) Top row: two images of malaria-infected red blood cells
used to generate a new image using interpolation. Middle row: 11 images obtained by interpolation using Eq. (1), where k
is a weight varied between 0 and 1 with a step size of 0.1. Bottom row: 11 images obtained by interpolation in the feature
domain using Eq. (2), where k is a weight varied between 0 and 1 with a step size of 0.1. (b) Similar to (a), images obtained
by interpolation in the spatial (middle row) and the feature domain (bottom row).
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We conducted various simulations based on the configuration shown in Table 3. For example,
we used the augmented images in Dataset 3 to train the LeNet-5 convolutional neural network,
and tested the original images in Dataset 2 using the trained network in order to classify the
images into two categories: either infected or normal cells. Inversely, we trained the LeNet-5
using the original dataset and tested using the augmented datasets, in order to see how the
trained classifier would perform on the augmented datasets.
Simulation results are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
It can be seen in Figure 8 that training and validation using the augmented dataset provides
fairly high accuracy (above 90%) when testing using the original dataset, implying the aug-
mented data agree reasonably well statistically with the original data. Besides, feature domain
interpolation seems to offer higher accuracy than spatial domain interpolation. Furthermore,
the classification accuracies vary more significantly with the interpolation (mixing) coefficient
k for spatial domain interpolation than for feature domain interpolation. For both interpolation
Original dataset # of infected cells # of normal cells # of infected cells for training
(T) and validation (V)
# of normal cells for training
(T) and validation (V)
Dataset 1 400 1000 N/A N/A
Dataset 2 400 1000 (T:320, V: 80) (T: 800, V:200)
The first half (Dataset 1) was used for data augmentation. The second half (Dataset 2) was used for training and testing.







# of infected cells for training
(T) and validation (V)
# of normal cells for training
(T) and validation (V)
Dataset 3 4000 10,000 (T:3200, V:800) (T:8000, V:2000)
Dataset 4 4000 10,000 (T:3200, V:800) (T:8000, V:2000)
Dataset 3 was obtained using the spatial domain interpolation and Dataset 4 was obtained using the feature domain (via
stacked autoencoders) interpolation.
Table 2. The augmented image dataset from dataset 1 in Table 1.
Training (infected, normal) Validation (infected, normal) Testing (infected, normal)
Dataset 3 (3200, 8000) Dataset 3 (800, 2000) Dataset 2 (400, 1000)
Dataset 4 (3200, 8000) Dataset 3 (800, 2000) Dataset 2 (400, 1000)
Dataset 2 (320, 800) Dataset 2 (80, 200) Dataset 3 (4000, 10,000)
Dataset 2 (320, 800) Dataset 2 (80, 200) Dataset 4 (4000, 10,000)
Table 3. Several combinations of datasets used in training, validation and testing of the convolutional neural network.
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methods, there exists an optimal coefficient such that the classification accuracy reaches its
maximum.
It can be seen in Figure 9 that by using the classifier trained on the original dataset, we might
get very low (below 80%) classification accuracy on the input images in the augmented
dataset (obtained using interpolation in the spatial domain). This highlights the importance
of using data augmentation in order to attain a more balanced estimation of the generaliza-
tion ability of the classifier. This generalization ability seems to depend heavily on the
varying new image samples that were interpolated using a different interpolation (mixing)
coefficient from the original dataset (e.g., when k ¼ 0:7, the accuracy can reach about 99%).
Figure 9 also shows that Dataset 4 (feature domain interpolation) seems to be a less chal-
lenging dataset than Dataset 3 (spatial domain interpolation), in that all accuracies are above
95%, possibly suggesting that mixing images using their features extracted by the stacked
autoencoder would generate less diverse images than directly mixing images in the spatial
domain.
Figure 8. Classification accuracies as a function of the interpolation coefficient k in Eqs. (1) and (2), when we trained the
LeNet-5 using the augmented datasets and tested the classifier using the original dataset. The augmented datasets are
dataset 3 with spatial domain interpolation and dataset 4 with feature domain interpolation, respectively.
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5. Conclusions and further research
Malaria is a widespread disease that has claimed millions of lives all over the world. Auto-
mation of the diagnosis process will provide accurate diagnosis of the disease, which will
benefit health-care to resource-scarce areas. We showed that the deep convolutional network
based on LeNet-5 was capable of achieving very high classification accuracies for automated
malaria diagnosis, by automatically learn the features from the input image data. We briefly
described the workflow of classification of the red blood cell images, and discussed in details
the data augmentation methods we proposed to deal with the issue with training deep
convolutional neural networks with a small dataset. We then compared the classification
accuracies associated with training, validating, and testing with various combinations of the
original dataset and the significantly augmented datasets, which were obtained using direct
interpolation in the spatial domain, as well as indirect interpolation using automatically
extracted features provided by stacked autoencoders. This comparative study indicated that
data augmentation in the feature domain seemed to be more robust in terms of preserving
Figure 9. Classification accuracies as a function of the interpolation coefficient k in Eqs. (1) and (2), when we trained the
LeNet-5 using the original dataset (dataset 2) and tested the classifier using the augmented datasets, where dataset 3 is
with spatial domain interpolation and dataset 4 with feature domain interpolation.
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the high classification accuracies. We plan to expand the existing dataset by including more
pathologist-curated cell images and further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed data
augmentation methods.
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